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and convey his decisions in words of command they
can hear. So government is necessary to order for
more than one reason. It is necessary because some
men are less ready than others to put the general
interest before their own. It is also necessary to save
people from acting at cross-purposes. They cannot
know how to act in the general interest unless a certain
amount of direction is given them from without.
Monarchy depends on the primitive belief that the
monarch is clothed with divine authority and also
with knowledge divinely inspired as to how he should
govern. It depends on the loyalty of the subject to
the king. A monarch can rule, so long as he has
subjects enough willing to enforce his commands on
rebels. But the system rests on foundations which
do not go down to the ultimate rock of realities. It
is founded on powdered rock, which is sand. There
are elements of truth in the principle of authority,
but truth in so broken and pulverised a form that it
cannot support an enduring structure. No student of
history could argue that kings on the whole have
decided practical questions more wisely than men of
average ability. A human mind will judge not better
but worse, if it falsely conceives that God himself has
revealed its ideas and prompted its wishes. It is
dangerous, indeed, for a mere man to mistake his
own mind for the mind of God. The pages of history
allow us to see. how this notion affected a somewhat
ridiculous monarch, King Frederick William IV. of
Prussia.
The royal crown seemed to him surrounded by a mystic
radiance, which became for him who wore it the source of a
divine inspiration not vouchsafed to other mortals. He said
once, in 1844, to Bunsen: 'You all mean well by me, and are
very skilful in executing plans; but there are certain things
that no one but a king can know, which I myself did not
know when I was Crown Prince, and have perceived only
since I became King'.8

